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Historic power outage looms

‘Very difficult’ to make deal

Bushfire likely ‘deliberately lit’

Millions of people are poised to lose
electricity throughout northern and
central California after Pacific Gas &
Electric Co. announced it would shut off
power in the largest preventive outage
in state history to try to avert wildfires
caused by faulty lines. PG&E said it would
begin turning off power to 800,000
customers in 34 counties amid forecasts
of windy, dry weather that create
extreme fire danger.

Negotiating a new Brexit agreement
by the crucial EU summit will be “very
difficult”, Irish Taoiseach Leo Varadkar
has warned British Prime Minister
Boris Johnson ahead of their crunch
talks to avert a no-deal exit. Johnson’s
chances of a breakthrough with Brussels
were looking increasingly unlikely after
accusations from Number 10 that
the bloc was making it “essentially
impossible” for Britain to leave with a
deal.

Authorities believe a fire that has
destroyed up to 30 homes in northern
NSW may have been deliberately lit.
Some residents suffered burns when
a huge out-of-control bushfire ripped
through the rural hamlet of Rappville.
The Rural Fire Service believes the blaze
started late last week in the Busbys Flat
area. “Our investigations have come back
that there was something suspicious that
has happened in that area,” a spokesman
said.
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Goat breaks into bathroom

MPs to be called to parliament

Hero 10-year-old drives to safety

An Ohio homeowner never envisioned
becoming semi-famous because of a
goat butting its way into her home and
taking a nap in her bathroom. “This is the
most random story in the world,” Jennifer
Keathley said, breaking out into laughter.
The break-in happened when an escaped
male goat from a farm several miles
away repeatedly butted against a sliding
glass door, breaking into the Keathley
family home in Ashland County’s Sullivan
Township.

Ministers are preparing to summon
MPs for a special weekend sitting of
Parliament following next week’s crucial
EU summit. Government sources said
MPs were expected to be called back to
Westminster on October 19 regardless
of whether Boris Johnson has been able
to secure agreement on a Brexit deal.
The summit in Brussels on October 17
and 18 is the last scheduled meeting of
EU leaders before Britain is supposed to
leave on October 31.

Police have praised the actions of a
10-year-old boy who had to take the
wheel when his grandmother passed
out while driving on State Highway One
south of Auckland. 10-year-old Ryan
was heading north with his nana Kathie
on State Highway 1 between Meremere
and Mercer yesterday when the incident
happened. Ryan noticed his nana slipping
into a semi-conscious state.
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Turkey set to push into Syria

China hits out over sanctions

Extracting Aussies ‘very complex’

Turkey’s military will “shortly” cross into
Syria together with allied Syrian rebel
forces after President Donald Trump
announced US troops would withdraw
from the area. Fahrettin Altun, the
Turkish presidency’s communications
director, called on the international
community “to rally” behind Ankara. Altun
said Turkey seeks to “neutralise” Syrian
Kurdish fighters in northeastern Syria
and to “liberate the local population from
the yoke of the armed thugs”.

China is demanding Washington lift
sanctions on Chinese tech companies,
warning it will “resolutely safeguard”
the country’s interests. The Ministry of
Commerce criticized curbs imposed on
sales of US technology to a group of
Chinese companies as interference in the
country’s affairs. US officials say those
companies provide technology used to
repress Muslim minorities as interference
in China’s affairs.

Australia is working to extract women
and children trapped in northeastern
Syria, as Turkey prepares to launch a
military incursion of the war-torn region.
Foreign Minister Marise Payne said
evacuating the 65 women and children
is anything but simple. Most of the
children are aged under five. “It is very
dangerous, it is very complex, it is very
time-consuming,” she said.
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Seized North Korean ship sold off

Partly built airport ‘useless’

Store to bring in quiet hours

The US Coast Guard says a seized North
Korean cargo ship suspected of being
used to violate international sanctions
has been sold and towed from American
Samoa. The US seized the Wise Honest
in May and towed it to the port of Pago
Pago in the US territory. The parents of
Otto Warmbier filed a claim for the ship,
seeking to collect on a multimillion-dollar
judgment awarded in the American
college student’s death.

A Mexican official says a cancelled airport
project on which at least $US2 billion
was spent is useless. Opponents of
President Andrés Manuel López Obrador
have criticised cancellation of the partly
built airport that could have cost as
much as $15 billion when finished,
saying abandonment of the project is
a waste.

Countdown supermarkets will start
offering a low-sensory quiet hour every
week at all of its stores starting later this
month. The supermarket chain has been
trialling quiet hours in a small number
of stores over the last year after one of
its staff with an autistic child suggested it
would be a good idea. The initiative will
be rolled out nationwide from October
23. During the quiet hour, noise, lighting
and other distractions instore will be
reduced.
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A file photo shows a vehicle in front of a home leveled by the Camp Fire in Paradise,

A goat stands in the bathroom of a home in Sullivan Township, Ohio.

California. - AP
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Historic power outage
looms over fire risk

Not kidding around: Goat
breaks into bathroom

Millions of people are poised to lose electricity
throughout northern and central California after Pacific
Gas & Electric Co. announced it would shut off power in
the largest preventive outage in state history to try to
avert wildfires caused by faulty lines.

An Ohio homeowner never envisioned becoming semifamous because of a goat butting its way into her home
and taking a nap in her bathroom.
“This is the most random story in the world,” Jennifer Keathley
said, breaking out into laughter.
The break-in happened when an escaped male goat from
a farm several miles away repeatedly butted against a sliding
glass door, breaking into the Keathley family home in Ashland
County’s Sullivan Township.
Keathley’s 18-year-old son, Logan, discovered the billy goat
in the bathroom when he returned home from school to find
the family’s agitated German Shepherd in the driveway, broken
glass on the back porch and the house reeking.
Some of the break-in was recorded on the Keathley’s home
surveillance camera.
Two Ashland County Sheriff’s deputies unsuccessfully tried
to coax the goat, named Big Boy, out of the home with carrots,
a dog bone and grass. They eventually grabbed him by the
horns and dragged him outside where they secured him in a
dog cage.
Keathley put a message out for a missing goat on a
community Facebook page and received a reply with the
owner’s name and number. The apologetic owner arrived that
evening and, with Keathley’s husband’s help, loaded him onto a
livestock trailer for his ride home.
The Keathley’s learned their home insurance policy covers
damage from bears and deer but not goats. She said she’s
been in touch with the farmer’s insurance company. Despite
applications of carpet deodorant and urine neutraliser, she
said the odour from Big Boy’s urine still lingers.
Asked about her newfound fame, Keithley said: “There’s all
these awful stories in the world, people need this.” ■

PG&E said it would begin turning off power to 800,000
customers in 34 counties amid forecasts of windy, dry weather
that create extreme fire danger. To the south, Southern
California Edison also said that more than 106,000 of its
customers in parts of eight counties could face power cuts.
Outages are planned in more than half of California’s 58
counties, although not everyone in those counties will have
their power cut.
The news came as residents in the region’s wine country
north of San Francisco marked the two-year anniversary of
deadly wildfires that killed 44 and destroyed thousands of
homes. San Francisco is the only county in the nine-county Bay
Area where power will not be affected.
The utility had warned of the possibility of a widespread
shut-off, prompting residents to flock to stores for supplies as
they prepared for dying cellphone batteries, automatic garages
that won’t work and lukewarm refrigerators.
Flashlights, batteries and propane tanks for barbecues were
in high demand as people prepared for an outage that PG&E
said may last “several days.”
“We sold out of lanterns this morning. The shelf is completely
empty,” said Howard Gibbs, the manager at Ace Hardware
in the town of Lafayette, 20 miles (32 kilometers) east of San
Francisco. “We’ve got just a few flashlights left, and we’re down
to our last couple propane tanks, too.”
Oakland Mayor Libby Schaaf asked residents not to clog 911
lines with non-emergencies and urged people to be prepared.
The city canceled all police officers’ days off in preparation for
the outages.
“We all know the devastation that fires can cause,”
she said. ■
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Taoiseach Leo Varadkar. - AP

Lawmakers inside the House of Commons parliament in London. - AP
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Varadkar: Very difficult
to make Brexit deal

MPs to be summoned
back to parliament

Negotiating a new Brexit agreement by the crucial
EU summit will be “very difficult”, Irish Taoiseach Leo
Varadkar has warned British Prime Minister Boris
Johnson ahead of their crunch talks to avert a no-deal
exit.

Ministers are preparing to summon MPs for a special
weekend sitting of Parliament following next week’s
crucial EU summit.
Government sources said MPs were expected to be called back
to Westminster on October 19 regardless of whether Boris
Johnson has been able to secure agreement on a Brexit deal.
The summit in Brussels on October 17 and 18 is the last
scheduled meeting of EU leaders before Britain is supposed to
leave on October 31.
If the Prime Minister is able to get an agreement, it will be an
opportunity for MPs – who will have to give their approval – to
debate it.
Otherwise, Johnson is expected to set out how he plans to
take Britain out of the EU at the end of the month regardless.
The prospects of an agreement were looking slim after
Downing Street accused the EU of making it “essentially
impossible” for the UK to leave with a deal.
Johnson is expected to meet Irish Premier Leo Varadkar
this week in a last-ditch effort to break the deadlock over the
Northern Ireland backstop, which continues to stand in the way
of an agreement.
But after speaking to Johnson by telephone, Varadkar
warned that it would be “very difficult” to get an agreement in
time for next week.
While the Irish Government and the EU were working to get
an agreement, he said they were not prepared to do a deal
“at any cost”.
“There are some fundamental objectives that haven’t
changed for the past three years and we need them
guaranteed,” he said.
“I think it is going to be very difficult to secure an agreement
by next week, quite frankly.”
The meeting with Varadkar comes in the wake of a series
of acrimonious exchanges between London, Dublin and
Brussels. ■

Johnson’s chances of a breakthrough with Brussels were
looking increasingly unlikely after accusations from Number 10
that the bloc was making it “essentially impossible” for Britain
to leave with a deal.
Johnson will hope to gain concessions from his Irish
counterpart Varadkar during in-person talks anticipated later
this week.
But with the October 31 deadline rapidly closing in, the
Taoiseach warned of the challenges of securing a new deal
by next week – a key period in the Brexit saga with the summit
in Brussels.
Varadkar said Ireland and the EU would not accept an
agreement at “any cost”.
“There are some fundamental objectives that haven’t
changed for the past three years and we need them
guaranteed,” he said.
“I think it is going to be very difficult to secure an agreement
by next week, quite frankly.
“Essentially what the United Kingdom has done is repudiate
the deal that we negotiated in good faith with Prime Minister
(Theresa) May’s government over two years and sort of put
half of that now back on the table and are saying, ‘That’s a
concession’. And of course it isn’t really.”
Johnson had spoken to his Irish counterpart by telephone
for about 40 minutes earlier in the day.
Johnson needs a deal sorted by the end of October 17/18 if
he is to avoid a dilemma over the Benn Act, which compels him
to ask Brussels for an extension if he cannot get an agreement
past MPs when he returns, a move he has ruled out taking. ■
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Flames rise from a bushfire in Busbys Flat, northern New South Wales. - AAP

Ryan and Kathie with Sergeant Fleming at the Pokeno station. - Supplied / NZ Police
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Out-of-control bushfire
likely ‘deliberately lit’

Hero 10-year-old boy
drives car to safety

Authorities believe a fire that has destroyed up to 30
homes in northern NSW may have been deliberately lit.

Police have praised the actions of a 10-year-old boy who
had to take the wheel when his grandmother passed out
while driving on State Highway One south of Auckland.

Some residents suffered burns when a huge out-of-control
bushfire ripped through the rural hamlet of Rappville.
The Rural Fire Service believes the blaze started late last
week in the Busbys Flat area.
“Our investigations have come back that there was
something suspicious that has happened in that area,” a
spokesman said.
“Potentially (it was) deliberately lit.”
NSW Emergency Services Minister David Elliott said anyone
who would put lives at risk would face the full force of the law.
Premier Gladys Berejiklian said she was “horrified” to hear
the fire was suspicious.
“I’m simply horrified and shocked that anyone would think
it’s smart to be lighting any of these fires – I hope that’s not the
case,” she said.
Rural Fire Service deputy commissioner Rob Rogers said the
blaze wreaked havoc ahead of what’s likely to be a “very long
summer” of bushfires.
Rogers said that two fires – at Drake near Tenterfield and
at Busbys Flat near Rappville – had joined together to form
one large blaze which has already burned more than
100,000 hectares.
Assessors are yet to access the worst-hit areas with
authorities hoping to confirm losses later.
“We are still using that figure of up to 30 homes across these
fires (at this stage),” Rogers said.
“Before these fires, we had already lost around 44 homes
in NSW due to fires so far this fire season, and obviously that
number could climb significantly from these fires.”
Buildings, including the town hall, were destroyed in what
one witness described as “cyclonic” conditions.
It’s feared there will be “mass losses” of sheds, fences,
agricultural equipment and vehicles. ■

10-year-old Ryan was heading north with his nana Kathie on
State Highway 1 between Meremere and Mercer yesterday
when the incident happened.
Ryan noticed his nana slipping into a semi-conscious state.
Police said he stepped over the centre console to step on
the brake, but he couldn’t get his nana’s foot off the accelerator
and he waved for help to passing motorists.
With the car drifting closer to the crash barrier and the
Waikato River, Ryan slowed the car to a walking pace and
jumped clear of the vehicle.
A passing truck driver stopped and helped out, managing to
bring the car to a standstill.
Police said Kathie was recovering well, and Ryan’s “heroic
effort” helped to save his nana’s life.
Police have asked the truck driver to get in contact so they
could thank him for his actions. ■
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The North Korean cargo ship Wise Honest. - AP

A Turkish army tank is driven to its new position on the Turkish side of the border near
Syria. - AP
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Turkish forces to push
into Syria ‘shortly’

Seized North Korean
cargo ship sold off

Turkey’s military will “shortly” cross into Syria together
with allied Syrian rebel forces after President Donald
Trump announced US troops would withdraw from
the area.

The US Coast Guard says a seized North Korean cargo
ship suspected of being used to violate international
sanctions has been sold and towed from American
Samoa.

Fahrettin Altun, the Turkish presidency’s communications
director, called on the international community “to rally”
behind Ankara.
Altun said Turkey seeks to “neutralise” Syrian Kurdish fighters
in northeastern Syria and to “liberate the local population from
the yoke of the armed thugs”.
He said: “The Turkish military, together with the Free Syrian
Army, will cross the Turkish-Syrian border shortly.”
Turkey considers the Syrian Kurdish fighters, allied with
American forces in the fight against IS, as terrorists linked to
outlawed Kurdish rebels within Turkey. ■

The US seized the Wise Honest in May and towed it to the port
of Pago Pago in the US territory.
The parents of Otto Warmbier filed a claim for the ship,
seeking to collect on a multimillion-dollar judgment awarded in
the American college student’s death. They say their son was
tortured in North Korea after being convicted of trying to steal
a propaganda poster.
The Justice Department didn’t immediately return an afterhours phone message seeking details about the sale.
Before the US seized the vessel, it had been detained by
Indonesia in 2018 while transporting a large amount of coal. ■
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- AP

The partial construction of Mexico City’s new airport in Texcoco, Mexico. - AP
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China hits out at US
over tech sanctions

Official: Cancelled partly
built airport is ‘useless’

China is demanding Washington lift sanctions on Chinese
tech companies, warning it will “resolutely safeguard”
the country’s interests.

A Mexican official says a cancelled airport project on
which at least $US2 billion was spent is useless.
Opponents of President Andrés Manuel López Obrador
have criticised cancellation of the partly built airport that
could have cost as much as $15 billion when finished, saying
abandonment of the project is a waste. The business and civic
groups have sought court injunctions against his alternative
plan to expand a military air base farther from Mexico City
for civilian use, which López Obrador said would be $5 billion
cheaper than finishing the other project.
A judge agreed with the administration, dismissing an appeal
that argued the construction of the new airport was an issue of
national security.
But questions remain about what to do with the cancelled
project’s foundations, which were laid on a boggy former
lakebed. López Obrador said the work already done, mainly
just the foundations, is already sinking into the mushy soil and
that the airport if completed would have required expensive,
constant maintenance.
Some have suggested other uses should be found for the
massive foundations, but Transportation Secretary Javier
Jimenez said the structure is useless and will be preserved only
for legal reasons if courts order that. He said it is sinking so
badly “it is useless.”
“This never should have been built,” Jimenez said.
Mexicans Against Waste, a coalition of groups that have
filed dozens of appeals against the new project, said the
court ruling in favour of the administration was the result
of unseemly pressure by the president on the judiciary. It
criticised the judge, saying that the new project lacks sufficient
environmental and economic studies and that it has asked the
Supreme Court to hear the case. ■

The Ministry of Commerce criticized curbs imposed on
sales of US technology to a group of Chinese companies as
interference in the country’s affairs. US officials say those
companies provide technology used to repress Muslim
minorities as interference in China’s affairs.
The ministry said Beijing will “take all necessary measures to
resolutely safeguard” the country’s interests but gave no details
of possible retaliation.
The measure restricts sales of US technology to a group
of Chinese companies working on facial recognition, artificial
intelligence and other advanced products. ■
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Women buying food at the ‘Iraqi market’ in Al Hawl camp, Syria. - AAP

- PA
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Extracting Aussies in
Syria ‘very complex’

Countdown stores to
introduce quiet hours

Australia is working to extract women and children
trapped in northeastern Syria, as Turkey prepares to
launch a military incursion of the war-torn region.

Countdown supermarkets will start offering a lowsensory quiet hour every week at all of its stores starting
later this month.

Foreign Minister Marise Payne said evacuating the 65 women
and children is anything but simple. Most of the children are
aged under five.
“It is very dangerous, it is very complex, it is very timeconsuming,” she said.
“We are working with – and we have to work with – not just
humanitarian agencies, but non-state forces and groups in the
community that assist countries who are trying to repatriate
their citizens.”
The United States has decided to pull out of northeastern
Syria, paving the way for a Turkish invasion.
However, President Donald Trump has warned he will “totally
destroy and obliterate” Turkey’s economy if it takes action in
Syria that he considered “off limits”.
The US withdrawal will leave Kurdish-led forces in Syria
vulnerable to a planned incursion by the Turkish military, which
brands them terrorists.
But Prime Minister Scott Morrison said the American action
doesn’t amount to a betrayal or lead him to question its
trustworthiness as an ally.
Trump had been outlining his views on the US role in the
region for some time, the prime minister said.
“And I think it would be wrong to not draw an element of
consistency between those statements almost a year ago and
the actions the United States has been taking since, including
most recently,” Morrison said.
Fears are now growing for the Australian wives and children
of Islamic State militants, who are trapped in the al-Hawl
refugee camp.
Payne said the government could only offer limited consular
assistance to the Australians, but was doing what it could to
ensure their safety. ■

The supermarket chain has been trialling quiet hours in a small
number of stores over the last year after one of its staff with an
autistic child suggested it would be a good idea.
The initiative will be rolled out nationwide from October 23.
During the quiet hour, noise, lighting and other distractions
instore will be reduced.
That includes switching off the store radio, lowering checkout
volumes, and keeping trolley collection and shelf-stocking to a
bare minimum.
Countdown’s general manager of corporate affairs, safety
and sustainability Kiri Hannifin said they had had positive
feedback from many customers about the quiet hour trial.
“We know grocery shopping can be an anxiety-inducing
experience for some customers and we wanted to help with
that. By making a few small changes and creating a quiet hour,
we hope we can make a big difference,” she said.
“Our older customers seem to really enjoy quiet hours too,
as well as many other Kiwis who actually just find shopping a
bit stressful and can now visit at a more peaceful time.”
The quiet hour will run from 2.30pm on Wednesdays at most
Countdown stores.
Countdown Silverdale and Countdown Northwest will hold
their quiet hour from 9am to 10am.
At this stage, Countdown’s two metro city stores will not hold
a quiet hour. ■
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